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Dear Mrs/Mr Lynda Denise Kavanagh,

We are happy to confirm that the payment for your extra option or options was
successful!

To view your purchase, your flight details and more: log in to My Trip.

We wish you a great journey!
KLM Royal Dutch Airlines

 

Lynda Kavanagh <lyndawowgal@gmail.com>

Reserved: your extra options
1 message

KLM <KLM@klm-info.com> Thu, Jan 26, 2023 at 1:44 PM
Reply-To: KLM@klm-info.com
To: lynda@wowcommunications.ca

   

 

Thank you for your
purchase!

 

   

Booking Code: 3RQC9Y

 Your baggage

Calgary (YYC) - Marseille (MRS)

Lynda Denise Kavanagh
1st additional baggage item EUR 68.00

EMD number: 074-1517508669

https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=overview
https://www.klm.nl/exchange/deeplink?country=nl&language=en&target=/
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Enrich your trip by choosing your extras upfront. Go to My Trip and discover the
variety of extra options we offer to ensure the perfect start to your journey.

 

 

Marseille (MRS) - Calgary (YYC)

Lynda Denise Kavanagh
1st additional baggage item EUR 68.00

EMD number: 074-1517508670
 

How much can I bring?

Every piece of check-in baggage can be
up to 158 cm (length + width + height)
including handles and wheels. You can
bring up to 23kg if you are travelling in
Economy Class. In Business Class, you
can bring 32kg max. You can benefit
from some discount if you add more
baggage in advance.

Read more >

 Receipt

Total price EUR 136.00

Payment method(s):
PayPal EUR 136.00

View Invoice

 Extra options

https://www.klm.nl/exchange/deeplink?country=nl&language=en&target=/information/baggage/checked-baggage-allowance
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=overview
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=overview
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=overview
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Extra baggage
Add extra or special baggage

to your booking

Seat options
Discover our different seat

options

CO2 Impact Programme
Reduce your impact

 24/7 Service

Ask your question via WhatsApp

Ask your question via Messenger

Ask your question via Messages

https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=baggage
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=baggage
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=seat
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=seat
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=environmental-product
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=environmental-product
https://www.klm.com/ams/exchange?country=nl&language=en&bookingCode=9NCeXx5Sf9UlyZJ15M4sww%3D%3D&lastName=U4jPC8Lji%2F%2B1Nebm02BzrA%3D%3D&target=/trip/external&action=overview
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=31206490787&
https://api.whatsapp.com/send?phone=31206490787&
https://www.messenger.com/login.php?next=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.messenger.com%2Ft%2FKLM&
https://www.messenger.com/login.php?next=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.messenger.com%2Ft%2FKLM&
https://bcrw.apple.com/sms:open?service=iMessage&recipient=urn:biz:4bf38c33-519a-49ab-a41d-c1311293f3c5
https://bcrw.apple.com/sms:open?service=iMessage&recipient=urn:biz:4bf38c33-519a-49ab-a41d-c1311293f3c5

